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Archbishop Jackels comments on synod survey 

Happy Valentine’s Day! 
  
Let me say this about that, specifically about our synodal exercise on pastoral planning: 
  
There are no foregone conclusions with regard to which parishes will remain 
open, or which, if any at all, will close. 
  
We’re using the synod on synodality to engage all of us in prayer, talking, listening, and 
coming to agreement on criteria for a vital parish community of authentic Catholics. 
  
The results of our survey will help identify markers for parish vitality, how to revitalize 
parishes if necessary, and to provide them with pastoral leaders. 
  
It mightn’t necessarily or only be geography, numbers, financial health, condition of 
buildings, or even the regular availability of a priest that decides a parish’s future. 
  
But a key determinant will be, in both large and small parishes, whether or not 
there’s anything going on among the members, or in the church between Sundays: 
  
For example, serving the poor, learning the Gospel and teaching it to others, and 
gathering on weekdays in church to say prayers, and on Sunday for worship.  
  
As it has been said before, all are invited, even encouraged to fill out the survey. If 
something you want to say isn’t represented on the survey, then write it in.  
  
And if your write-in is above my pay grade to address (there’s a limit to my lights and 
my authority), it’ll be sent up the synodal path to the Pope. 
  
Please participate in our synodal exercise, and fill out the survey. If we don’t speak up 
(or write in), we don’t really have a right to complain. Thank you. 
 
Survey on parish vitality and viability: www.dbqarch.org/survey 
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